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Editorial

By Roland D. Martin, Commissioner
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife

New Ideas Are Always Welcome
It is quite an honor to be asked by Governor Baldacci to serve as Commissioner of the Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, and to be entrusted with overseeing Maine's vast natural resources and its unlimited outdoor recreational opportunities.
My first month as commissioner has been exciting, challenging and rewarding all at once.
Deputy Commissioner Paul Jacques and I have been graciously welcomed by those in Augusta and
around the state, and I look forward to meeting more of you in the coming months.
Despite being here a month already, I am still amazed at the dedication that exists within this
agency. Many of these employees are working above and beyond what is called for, and they
deserve a thank you. Their dedication to this public agency is truly appreciated.
Public service is not new to me. For the past 25 years, I have worked in the public sector. I
served the citizens of Aroostook County as their County Administrator for 16 years and served as
Madawaska's town manager for six years after doing the same for a year and a half in Frenchville.
Prior to that in 1981, I had just completed three terms in the Legislature, one in the House of
Representatives during the 107th Legislature, and the other two terms in the Maine
Senate during the 108th and 109th Legislatures. During those six enjoyable years, I had
the pleasure of serving on the committees on Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, Taxation,
State and Local Government and Agriculture.
My wife Diane and I own and operate a small lodging facility that caters to hunters,
anglers and other outdoor enthusiasts. For three generations, my family has owned sporting camps and a general store in the same region.
For the past three weeks, we have been working with the governor and Legislature in'---"~-an effort to restore funding and positions to a level that will allow us to perform to the expectations of our customers. Last week
the Legislature enacted, and then the governor signed into law, a budget that restores 20 positions that had previously been targeted
for elimination. While successful in restoring those 20 positions, unfortunately, we still must eliminate 12 positions within the
department.
With this new budget and the restoration of these 20 positions, it is time to move forward. As you know, the Governor has
expressed a keen interest in this state's natural resources, and the major impact they have on the state's economy. As the governor's
representative, I intend to work diligently to ensure that his goals are accomplished and that his agenda is moving forward.
It will be a challenge. With this new budget, we are being asked to do more with less. However, from what I have witnessed in
my short time here is that through the continued dedication of our employees, this is something we will accomplish. We must continue to improve the delivery of our services. We need to continue working as one department, working together for our customers
and Maine's fish and wildlife populations. This agency must stand above other agencies, and customer service is an area where we
can excel if we continue to work together. Each person's success is vital to the success of this department. We will build upon the
relationships that we already have with customers, coworkers and constituents, and then reach out to create new ones, expanding
on our foundation. We can succeed. Working together we can accomplish this.
As we move forward, I will look to you and your ideas on how we can make this agency more responsive and effective. A legislative resolution is moving its way through the Legislature that calls for a complete review and assessment of all department
bureaus and divisions. We need not wait. I welcome your input and ideas. From within, I know there are many ideas that will move
this agency forward. Our people are our strength, and initiative from within coupled with an outside review will greatly expand
opportunities for this department
As many of you know, MOSES is now online, and it is possible to purchase and print a license from your home. Many of our
employees have been working to get MOSES to where it is now, thank you, and working together, we can continue to move this
project forward, and ensure that it reaches the potential that was envisioned when this project first started.
In the very near future, I intend to meet every single employee of this agency and spend as much time at our regional offices
as possible. It is my desire to visit and view all of our facilities and infrastructure, as well as meet many of our customers.
Our employees are the fabric of this agency. I welcome their input and suggestions, and it is my policy to always have an open
door. They are always welcome, as are new ideas from the public. While we may not always agree, there always will be an avenue
for new ideas. In kind, it is my hope that you will continue to support this agency, and support the policies and programs that we
are moving forward with.
Thank you.
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Work is underway to enhance Maine's
fisheries - and the quality of fishing
for those who call Maine home and
those who call Maine vacationland.

By Cathy Genthner
aine's fisheries are in
good shape. To reaffirm
that fact, members of
Trout Unlimited from all
across the United States and Canada
selected Maine as the spot for their
national convention last summer. The
annual Trout Unlimited National
Convention was held in Portland last
August. In addition to attending regular
business meetings, those at the conference were able to take fishing trips across
the state, traveling to the Kennebec
River, the East Branch of the Penobscot
River, and several other well-known fishing holes, such as Umbagog Lake. Close
to forty participants traveled to the
National Wildlife Refuge at Umbagog for
some great fishing; and then to Upper
Dam on Richardson Lake where legendary fly-tyer and creator of the Grey
Ghost, Carrie Stevens, lived.
"It was very well received, one of
the best attended conventions ever; with
more than 200 participants from across
the United States and Canada. We discussed water quality, dam removal and
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watershed improvement; and many attendees got the chance to experience Maine
fishing," said Dave Bowie of Westbrook,
the chairman of the convention and a
New England Vice President for Trout
Unlimited.
Participants at the convention also
had the opportunity to view the
Androscoggin and Kennebec River
watersheds from the air. Much has been
done during the past decade to improve
water quality and fishing habitat on these
waters, such as the removal of the
Edwards Dam in Augusta. Greg Ponte,
the president of the Kennebec Valley
Chapter of Trout Unlimited and a
National Resource Board Director, was
among 12 people in two small planes taking part in the conservation air tour.
"Since Edwards has been taken out,
the anadromous fish such as sturgeon,
have moved upstream 17 miles to Fort
Halifax. Before they took out Edwards
Dam, the impounded water couldn't even
pass the lower water classification during
the summer when the oxygen was depleted. Since Edwards went out, the water

quality went to 'Class B' - up two classifications over night. It will only continue to get better," said Ponte. "Brook
trout and landlocked salmon need cold
clean water. They are barometers for
cold-water fisheries. When they can't
survive, warm water fish such as bass
and perch move in. When someone tells
me you have warm water fish, and it
used to be a cold-water fishery - that is
a sad day. To me the biggest threat of all
is coming from the sky. What affects the
water the most is acid rain. Another big
problem in Maine is illegal introductions,
whether they are plants or fish, because
there aren't any natural predators for
non-native species. I would say that fisheries overall Maine are in decent shape,
but of course they could be a lot better."
"I think Maine has a certain mystique for trout, salmon and fly fishing. It
is one of the most famous areas in the
United States for the legendary brook
trout," said Dan Marra, the vice president
of the Kennebec Valley Chapter of Trout
Unlimited, who also went on the air tour.
"One of the chief things Maine has been
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doing right is building an awareness of
how valuable our rivers are."
The fact that Maine hosted the convention and offered some great fishing
opportunities for attendees, speaks well
of the fishing opportunities in the Pine
Tree State.
"Maine's hosting of the convention,
in part, is recognition of the efforts that
have gone into improving Maine's fisheries," said Bowie. "The convention was
primarily a business meeting. However,
everyone who went out on fishing trips
caught fish."

Hatcheries Important to
Quality Fishing
A major resource that contributes to
the quality of Maine's fishing is its seven
hatcheries and two rearing stations, located around the state. John Veader has
been the manager of the Dry Mills
Hatchery for over seven years and was
assistant manager before that.
"In my opinion, without our hatcheries, there wouldn't be many trout fishing opportunities in Southern Maine, the
most populous area of the state. There

David Bowie of Westbrook was the chair of Trout Unlimited's National
Convention last August in Maine. Cathy Genthner photo

aren't too many ponds and lakes that you
don 't have access to today. It isn't like
years ago, when you had to hike a couple
of miles to get to the fish," said Veader.
"Many of these bodies of water in
Southern Maine are very accessible.
Without supplementing what is out there
already, there
wouldn't be any
trout fishing. In
fact, we have
what is called the
'put and take
'program, where
we put fish in and
people fish them
out. Available
habitat doesn't
allow trout to
reproduce, so by
stocking fish, we
provide opportunity that wouldn't
otherwise be
there.
That is the whole
purpose of the
program, because
those fisheries
can't sustain a
year round population of brook
trout."
Two small planeloads of members and friends of Trout
"We stock a
Unlimited chapters in Maine viewed the watersheds of the
lot
of
waters where
Androscoggin and Kennebec rivers. Shown here is the
we
expect
the fish
northern end of the Androscoggin River. Cathy Genthner photo
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to be caught," said Ken Blowe, the director of the Bureau of Resource
Management. "We want the anglers to be
happy."
While many of Maine's waters are
stocked, especially in southern Maine,
there are even more that produce wild
trout.
"Maine has something I don't think
anyplace east of the Mississippi has and
that is a unique combination of wideopen spaces and a lot of wild fisheries,"
said Blowe.
"Brook trout are a good example.
Maine has an incredible number of lightly fished waters, so the experience of
coming here to fish is an angler's
dream."
License sales reflect the popularity
of fishing in Maine. Fishing license sales
have increased over the past five years as
Maine continues to be a destination for
many Northeast anglers. That number is
likely to grow as the result of improvements planned for Maine's hatcheries
which will be funded through a recently
passed $7 million dollar bond issue.
These hatchery improvements will
help the department keep up with the
demand for more game fish. Part of the
bond money will go towards updating
hatcheries, by replacing troughs or 'raceway' tanks with round tanks that can
raise more fish in less space. There will
also be improvements in water treatment
at hatcheries, which will allow for the
Spring 2003

Fisheries Actions
To Address Imperative One:
Transition and Replacement of current
senior science professionals
Action Taken:
To continue ongoing discussions with
University of Maine officials to design
a master's level curriculum in fisheries
biology to meet department needs, in
order that qualified new graduates can
fill vacant positions.

To Address Imperative Two:
Ensure the Fisheries Division is moving in the right direction to achieve
future goals
Action Taken:
To continue to gather public input and
develop a plan to address future fisheries needs.

To Address Imperative Three:
Ensure that scientists continue to
engage the public to develop short and
long-term strategies for managing and
renewing fishery resources.
Action Taken:
Instituting a daily gathering of public
input through informal meetings and
one-on-one communication with those
who fish and/or live on inland waters.

To Address Imperative Four:
There is a need for greater accountability for the execution of directives at
the administrative levels, as well as
tracking performance at the field level.
Action Taken:
To continue to monitor last year's
institution of quarterly goals for biologists that detail accomplishments as
well as areas that need attention.

To Address Imperative Five:
Gamer the support necessary to get
the funding to expand the program to
address unmet resource needs.
Action Taken:
To continue to lobby for the general
public's support as well as financial
support from the state's general fund.
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raising of more fish.
"At Dry Mills, we raise four thousand yearling fish each year. With the
improvements, we are looking at increasing that number to around 60 thousand in
this region. That is a substantial
increase," said Veader. "We have a long
history of fishing in Maine. During the
past several years, we've seen a big
influx of local and out of state anglers;
and hatcheries substantially contribute to
what gets put in the creel."
Although the demands of managing a
hatchery can be rigorous, there are payoffs. "I love what I do here," said
Veader. "As hatchery manager, I feel that
I am making a contribution, not only to
society but to the well-being of the state
of Maine."

Fisheries Division Review

those recommendations were already in
the process of being implemented when
the review was being conducted, and
other recommendations are being implemented now. Still, other recommendations will take more time to implement."
In general, MAT targeted internal
and external communications as areas for
improvement throughout the division.
"The review reaffirmed what we
already knew regarding communication.
Communication has always been a challenge throughout the fisheries division,
like any organization - whether a state
agency or a private business," said
Blowe. "You need to re-examine the
lines of communication to ensure effective communication, not just internally
between employees and management, but
externally with the general public. It is
important for the general public to know
that we are willing to work with them
and value their input."
Included in MAT's review were five
specific imperatives to be addressed by
the Division - and all five are in the
process of being implemented.
The first calls for the timely replace-

The Fisheries Division is in the
process of implementing a number of
recommendations to improve Maine's
fisheries. A review by the Management
Assistance Team (MAT), a consultant
group that works exclusively for state
fish and wildlife agencies commended
the scientific work
of fishery biologists
and targeted areas
for improvement.
Work is ongoing to
ensure that Maine's
fisheries remain
healthy and continue
to flourish.
"I think the
report was written in
a very direct style
and provided a vast
amount of information," said Blowe,
who oversees the
Fisheries Division.
"The report identified the same areas
and issues that we
had struggled with
internally for a long
time."
"There were a
lot of very good recommendations," said
John Boland, the
new director of
Gerry Stone of Kittery Point proudly displays a brook
Operations for
trout caught in the Rapid River. Photo courtesy David Bowie
Fisheries. "Some of
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ment of retiring biologists and other scientists with qualified people. Nearly 30
percent of these professionals will be
retiring within the next five years or so.
The problem is not unique to Maine; it is
a problem facing fish and wildlife agencies across the country, where turnover
rates in the near future could approach 50
percent of the workforce.
"Everyone is in the same boat, and
we all face a major transition of personnel," said Blowe. "We need to maintain
organizational knowledge to be able to
face future challenges."
"The average staff person here has
21 years on the job; and we have some
staff who have been here for 35 years,"
said Boland. "The time is now to plan
how we will be filling these senior positions, once retirement takes place."

gathered public input that
helps us design goals and
objectives for the next 15
years," said Blowe. "We
are in the process of
translating those goals
into work plans that can
be carried out by management, department
biologists and other personnel on a daily basis."
"For example, we are
in the process of issuing a
new department policy
that sets the standards for
stocking, management of
illegally introduced
species and exotic species
as well as a number of
other broad issues that we
face," said Boland.
The third calls for
Work Plans Underway
senior scientists to conTo fill these positions with qualified
tinue to seek public opinpersonnel, discussions are underway with
ions, solutions and recthe University of Maine to develop a
ommendations concerngraduate program and curriculum that
ing short and long-term
will address specific department needs.
Andrea Trefts of Maxfield displays white perch she
strategies for management
The second imperative calls for setting
and husband Tim caught at South Branch Lake.
and renewing fishery
goals to ensure that the fisheries division
needs. It is not just about us convincing
resources.
is moving in the right direction, to meet
the public about a particular program, but
"We have to make sure we know
the demands of anglers and a growing
engaging the public in a dialogue. This
what the public wants before we put a
population that is sprawling into rural
should be done through informal meetprogram on the ground," said Blowe.
areas.
ings, through the media, and one on one
"The program must meet the publics'
"Over the last two years we have
communication.
For example, someone who lives on
particular body of water, or who fishes a
certain body of water all the time, can
provide us with valuable input for species
and resource management. They know
what the fishing and water conditions are
like during all seasons of year. That kind
of information is priceless."
Imperative number four calls for
greater accountability for the execution
of directives at the administrative levels,
and tracking performance at the field
level. This means that when an order
comes down, there is a means in place to
ensure that it has been carried out by
staff.
"We must make sure that work programs are actually being implemented,"
said Elowe. "To do this, we have already
instituted a program of quarterly goals
that will detail priorities and accomplishments. This will help all staff to know
Jesse Coleman is a fish culturist. Here he rinses off brook trout eggs at the
what is clearly expected of them. It is

Dry Mills Hatchery in Gray.
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not just for the fisheries division, but has
applicability for the entire Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife Department.
People in management will know what
people are doing in the field and vice
versa."
The fifth and final imperative calls
for obtaining necessary funding to
expand the program to address unmet
resource needs. This imperative is difficult to meet during a budget crisis.
"This imperative goes hand in hand
with the previous four imperatives. If we

are actively engaging the public in the
creation of goals and we achieve those
goals, we will have as much support
from the public that a government agency
can hope for," said Elowe. "Last year, a
law was passed that allowed the
Department to receive 18 percent of its
budget from the state's general fund.
Because of the budget crisis, those funds
are gone, but I don't think the public support is gone. The budget crisis is something we have to ride out until the economy picks up."
However, despite budget constraints,
the MAT review stated "the overall system of resource management with the
IFM Section's program is functioning
acceptably," affirming what most personnel knew all along.
"We do the best we can with the staff
and the resources we have," said Boland.
"I have always felt confident that we
were doing a good job. The quality of
fishing in Maine speaks for itself."

over the past five or ten years," said
Boland. "We are in the middle of a
species plan process - the coordination of
the efforts of fishery division staff from
one end of the state to the other to
achieve common goals. We are identifying goals and are making the final step to
put the work plan into action for all the
different regions. We will then meet with
the public to find out what they want and
what they don't want to see."
In response to public recommendations, many waters are now open yearround for fishing, creating greater and
more diverse fishing opportunities such
as fall fishing. In addition, more waters
are being stocked, multiple times annually.
"I think fishing right now is as good
as it has been in a number of years," said
Elowe. "The waters I fish in the
Greenville area, such as the east outlet on
Moosehead and the Roach River, have

improved greatly during the past five
years. I know the biologists are always
trying different management schemes to
achieve a balance between the forage fish
and the game fish. There is always a
tweaking of the systems to make sure
that the number of fish isn't so high that
the growth rate goes down."
The "tweaking of the systems" will
require input from those who manage the
fisheries, as well as anglers, to ensure
that the state of Maine's fisheries remains
high quality.
"We have before us an incredible
opportunity and an incredible responsibility," said Elowe. "To maintain and
improve our fisheries is a daunting task,
especially with the constraints on staff
and resources. Given the budget, our
biologists are doing an incredible job, but
we couldn't do it without the support of
the public, a priceless natural resource."

The Future of Fishing
Ongoing work during the past several years by fisheries personnel has netted
great improvements in the quality of
Maine fisheries.
Before becoming the Director of
Operations for Fisheries, John Boland
worked for over 20 years as a biologist
for Region A, which encompasses the
most southern part of the state.
"The salmon population in southern
Maine has really improved. We have as
many waters producing high quality landlocked salmon as we ever had. We've
continued to fine-tune those waters by
collecting census data, trap netting, monitoring the age and growth of those populations and fine-tuning regulations. I
would rate fishing as vastly improved
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

Dry Mills Fish Hatchery Manager John Veader feeding young brook trout in a
rearing pen.
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Turkey Calling
It was the opening day of Maine's
turkey season. My confidence was high
because every morning during my preseason scouting, I'd seen a tom where I
now sat. I arrived a bit late, but with just
enough time to sneak into position and
set up. The treetops were already ringing
with gobbles, but the closest birds soon
pitched down from the trees and headed
away. Just the same, I decided to sit tight.
As the flock of gobblers faded out of
hearing, I noticed another, single tom,
still gobbling to my calls. He was on the
far side of two large fields, which were
divided by a road. It seemed a longshot,
but maybe this was the bird I'd seen here
so regularly. I called as loudly as I could,
and he answered every time.
It took a while for him to cross the
first field. He was still just a black speck
in the distance when I pulled out my
binoculars to watch his progress. When
he came to the road, he bolted across and
ran a full 300 yards up the second field. I
took advantage of the sloping topography
in front of me and when the bird went
out of sight I dropped my binoculars and
propped my gun up on my knees. The
bird topped the rise about 75 yards from
me, where he puffed up into a full strut.
Ever so slowly, he closed the final 50
yards. I squeezed the trigger, ending a
very satisfying morning hunt.
The basic premise of spring turkey
hunting is to call a gobbler close enough
to shoot by sounding like a hen turkey.
That sounds simple, but it's not. Every
encounter with a gobbler is unique. The
same gobbler may react differently to different calls on different days, or even at
different times on the same day. Still,
knowing the basics is enough to get you
started.
Proficient Calling Methods

Proficient turkey calling first
requires a basic understanding of the
types of calls turkeys make. The wild
turkey's vocabulary consists of approximately 30 distinct calls. Fortunately, you
only need to know a half-dozen or so to
hunt them. The most common, and most
often imitated, is the "yelp," and there are
several variations.
The "plain yelp" is essentially a twonote kee-yawk sound. A typical rendition
MAlNE Fish and Wildlife

consists of
repeating the
two-note yelp
five to seven
times. If you
can do this,
you can kill a
turkey, sometimes. The
"tree yelp" is
a muted, onenote version,
usually
repeated only
three or four
times, and is
sometimes
made while
birds are stirring on the
roost, before
fly-down. The
"assembly
yelp" is used
by the hen to
gather her
brood flock,
and is most
often used by
fall hunters.
The second basic, sinBox calls are traditional favorites among turkey hunters and are
gle-note call
capable of producing all the important turkey calls in the hands
is the "cluck,"
of a skillful hunter.
a short, sharp
note that
The third basic vocalization is the
sounds like its name. It is often associat"purr," which also sounds like its name.
ed with contented feeding behavior, and
This also is a contented feeding call, and
may be a way for a flock of turkeys to
possibly a spacing call. When used more
keep track of one another in thick cover.
aggressively, it becomes the "fighting
Stringing together multiple, more excited purr" or "rattle," a sound made by fightclucks in rapid succession is called "cuting males.
ting," which may signal excitement or
Another vocalization, used most
aggression.
often in the fall, is the "kee-kee." It conWhen suspicious, but not seriously
sists of several short, high-pitched
alarmed, a turkey may utter a slightly
whistling notes, and is made by young
louder, more rapid "pit-pit-pit." When a
birds that have not quite developed their
confirmed source of danger is identified,
voice. As the young birds become older
the turkey sounds an "alarm putt" - a
and more vocally adept, they may break
sharp, loud, one-note call. To the turkey,
from the high-pitched kee-kees into
yelps. This is called a "kee-kee-run."
it means danger. To the hunter it means:
game over.
As most turkey hunters know, toms
are also quite vocal. They gobble to
The "cackle" is a combination of
attract a hen, though this is not a call the
excited cutts and yelps, most often used
as a turkey is flying down from the roost. hunter should use. They also make a
"spit-and-drum" sound. This is a very
It begins with several cutts as the bird
flies down, then transitions into yelps
soft, deep, bassy sound the gobbler
when she hits the ground.
makes by resonating air in his chest.
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This is a short-range sound so if you hear
it, you'd better be ready because the bird
is close.
All of these calls can be imitated by
one, or more, of the various types of calling devices that are available. The type
of calling devices you can and should use
to imitate the various turkey calls will
depend on several things. Each has certain advantages and disadvantages. As
with firearms, the key is to choose one
that you can use most comfortably and

effectively. Still, if you can master several, you'll have a distinct advantage.

Non-Turkey Calls
There are several other types of
sounds you may use during the course of
your hunt. One is a "locator call." Toms
will often "shock gobble in response to
any loud noise, especially an owl hoot,
crow call or coyote how 1. You can use
these calls to make a tom give away his
location without focusing his attention
toward you.
One other item I often carry in my
turkey vest is a turkey wing. I'll sometimes slap it against a tree when doing a
fly-down cackle to simulate a flying
turkey, or scratch the ground with it to
imitate the sound of feeding turkeys.

Application

The we/I-dressed turkey hunter is
dressed from head to toe in earthtoned camo clothes.
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Now that you are familiar with calls,
you need to know when and how to use
them. A typical hunting scenario, if there
is such a thing, might go like this. You
roost a bird the night before your hunt by
going to a likely roost, and owl hooting,
to elicit a shock gobble. Mark the bird's
location. Then go home and (try to) get
some sleep.
The next morning, sneak in as close
as you can before dawn. Then set up and
wait. You can give a few soft clucks,
purrs or tree yelps, just to let him know
you're there, but hold off on any real
calling until it's light enough to safely
identify your target and beyond. Then,
begin your calling bout with a fly-down
cackle, maybe accompanied with some
wing flapping. Next, start some yelping,
or cutting.
What you should do next will
depend on several things, most importantly, how the tom reacts to your calling.
One of the biggest mistakes turkey
hunters make is calling too much.
Another is not calling enough. You need
to "take the bird's tern perature." If he
gobbles every time you call, call more. If
he gets Jock-jaw, tone it down. The key
to how much you should call is confidence, and that will only come with
experience. Too much calling might
intimidate a gobbler, and if you 're just
starting out, it's better to err on the side
of caution, and be a little more conservative, until you gain more experience.
Different hunters have different

Slate calls are excellent for those
who want a lot of control over the
volume of the calls they make.
philosophies on how to handle a bird
that's coming to the call. I tend to be
aggressive, and if I have a bird really
fired up, I like to keep him that way, so I
pour it on. Others prefer to call just
enough to keep the bird's interest. You
can switch to soft purrs as he gets closer,
just to keep him on track, and remind
him where you are. You can also do a little leaf rustling with your wing, to imitate feeding hens scratching in the leaves.
Once the bird gets within about 50
yards, you should probably back off, or
stop calling altogether. If you can see the
bird at this point, and he's still coming,
no more calling is necessary. If he seems
to be veering off course, or stops to look
around, reassure him with a few soft
clucks or purrs.
One of the most frustrating and common occurrences in turkey hunting is
when a bird hangs up, or stops out of gun
range and won't come any closer. You
have several options for how to react.
One is to get more aggressive, hoping to
budge him. Another is to stop calling,
hoping to pique his curiosity. A lot
Spring 2003

calling from the wrong location. But if
you 're in an area birds use on a regular
basis, you could almost go without callmg.
Another technique for those slow
days is sometimes referred to as trolling.
Basically, you walk slowly along, stopping every 100 - 200 yards to call. This is
where your crow, coyote or woodpecker
calls come in handy as it's better if you
can get a bird to gobble without attracting his attention to your position. Using a
hen call you could get caught out of position if a nearby bird comes on the run.
(It's happened to me.)
When using this technique, extreme
caution is advised. Move along slowly
and quietly, looking and listening all the
time, much as you would if you were
still-hunting for deer. There may be
other hunters in the woods nearby. You
don't want to interfere if they're working
a bird, and you don't want them mistaking you as game. Also, you may be able
to catch sight or sound of turkeys quietly
feeding along before they spy you. Stop
frequently and listen for the sounds of
feeding birds or a distant gobble.

The object of all the calling effort. A turkey gobbler in full strut is an
impressive sight.

depends on the situation. Even then,
sometimes you just gotta roll the dice and
see what comes up.
Whatever the case, sit tight and be
patient, especially if he stops gobbling. A
tom will often stop gobbling, go into
strut, and close the last 50 - 70 yards
silently. If you can see the bird, that will
help you plan a response. If not, freeze!
Hold perfectly still and listen for
approaching footsteps, or the spit-anddrum of a strutting tom. Minutes will
seem like hours, but the minute you stand
up to see where that bird went, you'll
hear his alarm putt, and see a flash of disappearing feathers.
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

Calling Blind
The above describes a "best case"
scenario. But turkeys are seldom that
cooperative. Nobody really knows why,
but some days the birds just won't gobble, and you'd swear there isn't a turkey
within ten miles. You have several
options when faced with silent woods.
One is to hunt the old-fashioned
way. Pick a likely spot, make yourself
comfortable and just yelp on a box call
every 15 or 20 minutes. The effectiveness of this method increases with scouting time. The best caller in the world
may not be able to lure in a bird if he's

Conclusion
These are the very basics of turkey
calling. Again, every situation is unique,
and every gobbler you encounter may
react differently to different calls and
calling techniques. As you gain more
experience, you'll learn better which
calls to use under varying circumstances.
Along the way, don't get discouraged,
and don't be afraid to experiment. Often
the hunts you learn the most from are
those where you fail to get a bird.

This feature contains
excerpts from the author's new
book: "New England Turkey
Hunting: Strategies for
Success," which can be purchased from major bookstores
and sporting goods outlets
throughout the region or directly
from the publisher, SportVentures, Dept MFW, 727 Poland
Range Road, Pownal, Maine
04069 for $19.95 plus $4.95 shipping of the first book and $2.00
for each additional book.
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A Glossary of Turkey
Hunting Terms
ASSEMBLY CALL-The assembly call
or assembly yelp is used by brood hens
to gather their young, in the event the
brood flock is separated. It is a highly
variable call that may be soft or loud, and
may contain a few single notes or a
dozen or more.

GOBBLER YELP-Gobblers also yelp,
though less often than hens. Their yelps
are usually deeper in tone, coarser, and
often more spaced out than those of hens.
They can sometimes be used to attract
bachelor groups of male birds in the fall.
HENNED-UP-Once a tom has gathered his harem of hens, it can be very difficult to call him away. Such a bird is
described as being "henned-up."

CACKLE-The cackle is a rapid succession of loud, high-pitched staccato
sounds that may vary in tone and rhythm.
Hens often emit this call when they are
flying into or out of the roost.

HUNG-UP-Toms will often gobble, to
a hunter's calls, and move in his direction, only to stop or "hang up" out of
range.

CALL-SHY-This term is sometimes
applied to turkeys that have become conditioned to hunter's calling, and shy away
when they hear it.

.JAKE-Ajake is a juvenile male turkey.
This term is generally applied to young
males after they have entered their first
spring, and sport beards of four to six
inches.

CLUCK-The cluck is a single-note
call, which is more abrupt and less musical than a yelp. Similar in function to the
yelp, the cluck attracts the attention of
turkeys at a distance and helps keep the
flock together.
CUTT-When a turkey repeats a series
of excited clucks it is referred to as "cutting." This call is most often used in the
spring.
DRUMMING-This sound, sometimes
referred to as the spit-and-drum, begins
with a sharp "spit" or "chuck" sound, followed by a deep, bassy sound a gobbler
makes by resonating air in his chest. It is
a short-range sound the gobbler makes
while strutting.
FIGHTING PURR-Alternately called
the fighting "rattle," this is the sound
made by male turkeys as they spar for
dominance and breeding rights.
GOBBLE-This is the mating call of the
male turkey, which he uses to attract
hens. Toms and jakes may also gobble in
response to a loud noise; a reaction called
"shock-gobbling."
GOBBLER-Atom or jake, so called
because of the gobbling call they make,
most often during the mating season.
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KEE-KEE-This call consists of a series
of very high-pitched, whistle-like notes
that turkeys emit in a rhythmic fashion;
the number of notes or syllables ranging
from a few to over 10. It is an assembly
call, emitted by a young turkey when it
has become lost or separated from a flock
or family group.
KEE-KEE RUN-This call consists of a
series of kee-kee calls followed immediately by several yelps, and simulates a
young turkey that is learning how to
yelp.
LOST CALL-The lost call or yelp is a
long call having as many as 30 notes or
syllables. Louder and lower-pitched than
the plain yelp, it is characterized by
urgent tonal inflections. This call is used
in the fall to re-group a scattered flock.
PLAIN YELP-This is emitted by
turkeys while in the trees or on the
ground. It is longer (sometimes more
than 10 syllables or notes) and much
louder than the tree yelp. It is believed
that birds use this call later in the day in
order to keep the flock together. When
effectively imitated by hunters in the fall,
the plain yelp can sometimes be used to
attract gobblers or hens.

a one-second-long, soft, medium-pitched
sound. Members of a contented, undisturbed flock often emit this low level
purring, particularly when they are feedmg.
PUTT -If the flock is disturbed, the
cluck may change to a louder putt call or
to a very loud putting, which expresses
aggression or fear. Using this call will
usually alarm turkeys rather than attracting them.
ROOST-From the time they are old
enough to fly, turkeys will roost in trees
at night for security. They often use the
same tree or trees, which are referred to
as a roost.
SHOCK CALL-Hunters can sometimes coax a turkey into gobbling by
blowing a loud crow, peacock, coyote or
pileated woodpecker call. The response
is termed a "shock gobble."
STRUT ZONE-A tom will often pick a
specific location, like a logging road, topographical bench or a field, where he will
pace back and forth, performing his
courtship display.
TOM-This term is typically applied to
an adult, male turkey that is two years
old or older.
TREE YELP-Early in the morning,
while still on the roost, wild turkeys
sometimes emit a soft, three to four note
yelp. This call functions as a form of
communication between birds while on
the roost. Hunters might use this call as
a signal to turkeys that there are other
birds roosted nearby.
TROLLING-This is the technique of
traveling along, stopping every l 00 - 200
yards to call, in hopes of eliciting a gobble.
YELP-The most common and basic
turkey call is a "yelp." Yelps consist of a
series of two-note "kee-yuk"calls that
hens emit in a rhythmic fashion, typically
repeated five to seven times, but often
much more. The three most common
types of yelps are the: tree yelp, plain
yelp and lost call or assembly call.

PURR-The purr is usually described as.
Spring 2003

Swainson's hawk, normally a western
bird. Regardless of what type of hawk it
was, however, the bird was starving. We
started with some simple liquid foods,
and gradually worked in solid ones. As
soon as the bird was stable, we invited
two Maine ornithologists knowledgeable
about western birds over for a positive
identification. They confirmed that it was
a Swainson's hawk. The last confirmed
record of a Swainson's hawk in Maine
was in 1977.
However, this bird still weighed only
600 grams; the normal weight range for
this species is about 700-950 grams.
Over the next couple of weeks, he or
she gained weight rapidly, and was nearly
900 grams by mid-October, when well
enough to go outside to our flight cage.
Now the problem was where to

ties noted that a small group of
Swainson's hawks winters in Southern
Florida and the Florida Keys; although
the breeding grounds of this group is
By Marc Payne and Diane Winn
unknown, one raptor expert had speculated about Ontario. Professor Bechard's
On September 28, Gary Totman of
advice was to get the bird to Florida.
Lewiston was driving home from work
Then we ran into an unexpected
when he saw a hawk sitting in the road.
snag: two Florida rehabilitators whom we
He drove cautiously by the bird, but
contacted did not believe there were
it did not fly off so, he backed up, got out
Swainson's hawks in their state! Diane
and walked over to it. The bird tried to
was frustrated when she contacted the
fly as he approached, but could only
Florida Ornithological Society in early
manage a few feet, and when Gary
November; we were then referred to the
approached it a second time, the bird did
Florida Keys Raptor Migration Project
not move. He picked it up, and drove
for HawkWatch International. They conhome while holding it in one hand.
firmed there definitely were Swainson's
As soon as he got home, he called
hawks in Southern Florida and the Keys,
Warden Steve Allarie, who took it from
though fewer than a hundred would
Gary to the Animal Emergency Clinic.
spend the winter there. We arranged to
There, Dr. Kelly
transfer the bird to the
Anderson examBird of Prey Center at
ined the bird,
the Miami Museum of
which was too
Science. Once the
weak to even
winter population stabistand by then. It
lized and they located a
perked up a bit
reliable group, the bird
after she adminiscould be released.
tered some fluids;
Now the problem
Dr. Anderson
was getting the hawk to
then called
Florida. It was already
Lewiston-area
too cold for the bird to
rehabilitator
fly as cargo on a comSherri Brooks,
mercial flight out of
who picked it up
northern New England
that evening and
(regulations require the
called us. The
temperature to be at
bird was very
least 45° F for birds).
thin; she gave it
Once again, though,
more fluids and
our colleagues at TriSwainson's hawks don't include Maine in their normal territory, but this one
arranged to meet showed Up here anywhere. Marc Payne photo
State Bird Research &
us in Augusta the
Rescue helped. A private
next morning.
release the bird. That issue was related to corporate sponsor flew the bird to
Sherri was puzzled about what kind
another question: What was it doing here, Delaware on November 26; after a threeof hawk she had; she couldn't identify it,
anyway? Hurricane Isadore had come
week layover, the bird had arrived in
and over the phone, we couldn't either.
through New England just a couple days
Miami. Blood and feather samples were
When Marc opened the box and saw the
before the bird had been rescued in
taken; they would be used in DNA and
bird, he did several double takes. Was it
mineral analysis that might help deterLewiston; had the storm somehow blown
a rough-legged hawk? No, the legs were
it off course during migration? But where mine the origin of the bird. The bird was
not feathered. Was it a first-year redwould it have been migrating from or to? ready to go, and on January 17, it was
tailed hawk? No, the pattern on the tail
Western Swainson's hawks migrate south released in an agricultural field near the
wasn't right. He lifted the bird out of the
entrance to Everglades National Park.
in huge groups, headed for their winterbox and, as all the eastern hawks came to ing ground in Argentina; Maine seemed a
mind, he eliminated them, one by one.
Diane Winn and Marc Payne are the
very long way off their migration route.
The bird had very long wings with three
founders
and managers of Avian Haven
We turned to the Birds of North
notched primaries.
in
Freedom,
ME, and have combined
America series and contacted one of the
Unlikely as it seemed at the time,
rehabilitation experience with more than
authors, Dr. Marc Bechard, a university
Marc believed he was holding a
professor in Idaho. He and other authori- 20,000 birds over more than 20 years.

Wanderer
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It's Springl The season when we can't wait to get out on open
water to wet a line and catch some fishl
The more you know about fish, the better the angler you can become. What is a fish anyway? All fish are
aquatic, meaning that although some fish can live out of water for a short time, all must return to water to
breathe and to keep from drying out. Fish are cold-blooded, having a body temperature that is very close to
that of the water in which they live. Fish are the only vertebrates (animals with backbones) able to live in
water without breathing air from the atmosphere. Bodies of fish are supported by a skeleton of bone or
cartilage, and they have a brain. Fish have permanent gills, and most have fins, scales, a slimy mucus covering
and a swim bladder. Fish have been around for more than 400 million years, and today there are about 21,000
different species. They can live from a few inches to several miles deep in waters all around the world.
Unscramble the names of the observable parts of this brook trout and see if you can write them in at the
correct line on the picture. (ALL ANSWERS ON PAGE 30)
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This one-month-old
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ucaldefni
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bbkancoe

brook trout was part of a study to assess the amount of calcium in the bones of hatchery-ra:sed
Photos by Dr. Russ Danner, IFW Fish Pathologist
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fish at different stages of growth.
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Maine's Youth Fish and Game Association
A bright new hope for the future of Maine's outdoor sports.

By Tom Seymour
Matt Dunlap, Vice-President of
Maine's Youth Fish & Game Association,
Chapter 1, is justifiably proud of his role
in the formation of a new fish and game
association exclusively devoted to kids.
Excitement was obvious in Dunlap's
voice as he explained the beginnings of
this groundbreaking group. The concept
marks a milestone in a passion for
Maine's outdoor heritage for future generations.
Not long ago, Dunlap noted considerable interest in beginning a fish and
game organization in and around Old
Town, the "Canoe City," as he terms it.
To that end, he participated in a brainstorming session with a representative
from the Paris Fish and Game
Association. Fired with enthusiasm, as
well as lots of new ideas, Dunlap ran an
advertisement in the newspaper for a
Page 18
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planning meeting, to be held at the local
library.
As expected, the meeting was well
attended. Opinions varied, however, as to
what direction the group should take.
After much fruitless discussion, one of
the participants offered a proposal that
everyone embraced. Specifically, Dave
Georgia, the local game warden, suggested that the organization dedicate its energy toward young people.
Georgia told me, "We're not seeing
kids out there anymore. And that's too
bad. My fondest memories are of hunting
and fishing with my dad. We need to pass
on the legacy so that youngsters can
grow up enjoying the same outdoor activities that we did. After all, they are going
to take our place."
Georgia's actions are equal to his
words, too. For years, this public servant
has collected rods and reels to distribute
to kids. "You can't give kids junk, either,
or that will turn them away from fishing

for good. I make sure that the outfits the
kids get are in perfect working order,"
Georgia told me.
Sometimes Georgia sees almost
immediate results. "It's so rewarding to
give a kid a fishing rod and reel in early
spring and later in the season, see that
same kid happily fishing near some roadside bridge. Sometimes these same kids
are so keyed up about fishing that they, in
turn, interest the adults in their family."
One of Dave's friends is responsible
for gathering, repairing and/or restoring
dozens of fishing outfits each year.
These ultimately wind up in the hands of
some young person who would otherwise
not have access to fishing tackle. It's
plain to see that this sort of activity can
make all the difference in the world, from
a kid's point of view.
Georgia says the club is sort of a
spin-off of the Department's Hooked on
Fishing program. It does seem to be a
logical extension of the philosophy that
pring 2003

promotes healthy outdoor activity, as
opposed to the dangerous things to which
children today are so often exposed.
Pickerel Pond Clubhouse

After reaching a consensus at the
inaugural meeting as to the direction of
the club it was agreed to meet again. In
the meantime, Dunlap had identified a
potential site for a clubhouse. This was at
Pickerel Pond, a tiny pond near The
Horseback in T32 MD. This site, just off
the Stud Mill Road, was a traditional
gathering place for college students to
have parties and things had gotten so bad
that local parents dared not take their
children fishing at Pickerel Pond. Dunlap
had a vision, though, a vision of changing this place to one of outdoor activity
for kids with lots of solid instruction
from adults.
International Paper (IP), the
landowner, gave the newly formed
youth's club permission to operate their
facility. IP leased the land to the
Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, which, in turn, licensed the club
to operate. Incidentally, the official name
of the club is "Maine's Youth Fish and
Game Association Chapter 1." By annexing the phrase "Chapter l" to the title, the
founders hope to simplify the process for
other chapters. All that is needed is to
name the next club "Chapter 2." The
incorporation paperwork for a not-forprofit organization has already been completed.

Want some excitement? Taking a bunch of kids ice fishing can provide plenty
of lifetime memories.
The next step was to erect a structure, a building to serve as the official
clubhouse. Club members scarcely had
time to consider where and how to come
up with the materials before a local benefactor agreed to donate the foundation.
Almost immediately, another generous, local businessman made the club a
gift of all the materials needed for a
state-of-the-art, rustic-looking, log building. At the same time, another person

A fish doesn't have to be very large to make a child happy. What is important
is that somebody takes him fishing.
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

volunteered to donate the septic system.
With everything in place, a pair of local
carpenters who, incidentally, had no connection with the club, worked every day
for several weeks to put the clubhouse
together.
This was only the beginning of what
must be a nearly unparalleled example of
community participation. Everything,
without exception, has been donated.
Materials, labor, even a large, commercial-quality grill, have appeared, free of
charge and direct from the hearts of caring, community members. Actual construction of the clubhouse began in the
fall of 2002 and although the interior is
not completely finished, it soon will be.
On February 15, 2003, "Hooked on
Fishing Day," approximately 50 youngsters and parents gathered at the clubhouse so the children could spend the day
ice fishing for trout at Pickerel Pond.
This was in spite of bitterly cold
temperatures and a severe wind chill
reading. Pickerel Pond is specially managed as one of Maine's "Kids Waters," a
place where youngsters have either special or exclusive rights to fish.
Specifically, Pickerel Pond is open only
to those under 16 years of age. The daily
bag limit is two trout and the minimum
length is 8 inches. The Department also
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stocks brood fish in the pond, oversized
brook trout that have outlived their useful'
life as breeding stock.

Whopper Brook Trout
Harold Brown, one of the club's
directors, tells of the tiny girl who on that
day, ran to her trap when the flag sprang
up. Instead of pulling the line in a traditional manner, the youthful angler
grabbed hold and ran in a straight line
until, under steady tension, the trout
popped out of the hole, flopping on the
ice. Brown estimated the trout's weight at
close to 5 pounds.
"The look on the father's face was
worth it all," Brown said. "He told me
he had fished all his life and had never
even seen a squaretail that large."
The club is not solely dedicated to
fishing, though. All sorts of outdoor
activities will be offered to the young
people.
Another interesting use centers
on the Penobscot Conservation Club
hosting their annual "Youth Field Day" at

the Pickerel Pond facility. This will help
to introduce kids to outdoor activities and
events.
Dunlap envisions weekends filled
with new and exciting programs. Such
diverse topics as astronomy, map and
compass reading and the art of communicating in Morse Code (short-wave radios
and Morse Code are perennial favorites
of youngsters, by the way) will eventually be offered to club members. Presenters
armed with a host of outdoor skills and
knowledge will teach kids everything
from fly-tying, how to identify trees, and
how to start a fire with flint and steel. In
other words, the whole gamut of outdoor
skills will be made available to youth.
Since part of the club's mission is to
instill self-confidence and self-worth, the
youngsters must pay dues of one dollar
per year in order to gain official membership. In order to become a member, children must be under 16 years of age. The
annual dues for a parent is $20, by the
way. But despite the membership require-

ments, Dunlap promises that the club is
open to any and all kids. A child need not
be a member to participate and no child
will ever be turned away. It is anticipated
that the clubhouse will be active every
weekend throughout the year and interested folks are invited to drop by and
look about.
If ever there were a true coalition of
like-minded people, it has to be this
group of generous people who have
helped to get Maine's Youth Fish and
Game Club Chapter 1 off the ground. It
would be an impossible task to name all
that have donated their time, energy,
material and money. Suffice to say, given
this degree of support and participation,
this club is guaranteed to prosper and
remain a positive influence on kids for
many years to come.
To learn more about this club, or if
you wish to organize a similar club in
your area, contact the club's vice-president, Matt Dunlap at 143 Miller Street,
Old Town, ME 04468.

Hooked on Fishing Program
By Betty Lewis
Youth Activities
Coordinator
Outdoor sports such as
fishing provide an opportunity for adults and kids to
communicate. It's the perfect environment to listen,
talk and build lifelong
friendships. Fishing and
other outdoor sports also
help kids shape a positive
self-image and develop
tools for making tough
choices, like those about
alcohol and drugs.
So, whether it's your
own children, or a group of
young people from your
community - take time and
teach them about fishing,
outdoor sports and the environment. They will thank
you for the rest of their
Mark Latti photo
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lives.
"Hooked On Fishing" combines the
teaching of sport fishing, environmental
conservation and the development of life
skills that are necessary for drug prevention into one powerful package. The program is used successfully in a variety of
ways by schools, churches, police departments and other youth organizations. It
meets drug prevention objectives by providing positive alternatives, like fishing
as an avenue to develop life skills,
encouraging ongoing parental and community involvement and asking for a
commitment from students to lead drug
free lives. Through the program, students
learn how to fish and they learn about
safety, ethics, fish behavior, fish biology
and fish management. Students develop
respect and a sense of responsibility for
themselves and the environment.
The Future Fisherman's Foundation
of America has produced support materials for the program, including the
Teacher's Guide to Hooked On Fishing,
These materials are essential for workSpring 2003

shops to certify volunteer instructors.
The program has received national
recognition from Presidents George Bush
and Ronald Reagan, the Department of
the Interior, the Executive Educator, the
American School Board Journal and the
American Society of Association
Executives.
A primary objective in Maine is to
develop a pool of certified instructors
who will interject the "Hooked On
Fishing" philosophy into their community network of volunteers currently working and spending time with young people. With the addition of the program into
existing youth activities, students and
families learn how to fish, take advantage
of other outdoor recreational activities,
and become stewards of our natural
resources. By linking hands-on instruction in fishing and environmental stewardship, the program introduces valuable
life skills, positive role models and
healthy alternatives to the social pressures influencing the next generation.
Providing the enjoyable activity of
fishing and a foundation to live a drugfree lifestyle, award-winning Hooked on
Fishing is considered one of the most
effective drug prevention programs
offered by volunteers, educators, drug
prevention specialists and law enforcement personnel across the country.
Beyond the national recognition, the
program demonstrates positive personal

outcomes by increasing:
• Cooperation with peers
•Motivation to learn
• Decision making skills
• Motivation to attend school
• Self discipline
• Goal setting abilities
• Grade point averages
• Self-esteem/confidence
Some interesting statistics of children that have been in the program:
• 65% have never fished before;
• 70% of those that had never fished
continued to fish; and
• 80% became more aware of the
environment
The fifth year of Maine's participation in the "Hooked on Fishing" program
has been extremely successful. The goals
established at the Department level were
met and the program exceeded many of
the objectives outlined in our planning
phase.
The main objective was to promote
the "Hooked on Fishing" program by
spreading the message throughout the
state. This is being accomplished by
numerous radio and television appearances; and working with the news media
through press releases about activities
relating to "Hooked on Fishing ". A
major boost to the program was the continued support of Governor Angus S.
King, Jr. and members of )he House and
Senate alike. Recommendation from the

Joint Standing Committee on Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife that the "Hooked
on Fishing" program be established in the
Department to promote and encourage
youth fishing activities in the state was
passed by the 1998 Legislature. This law
also allows the Department to accept
donations of money, goods and services
for the "Hooked on Fishing" program,
which can be used only for youth education activities.
We have added other programs to
our bag of tricks that we believe complete the experience for the children and
families taking part in the program. With
the Fishing Tackle Loaner Program, we
have been able to expand on teaching
fishing skills by helping to make tackle
more available. Family Fishing Days
often complete the picture by actually
providing the families a chance to be on
the water with volunteers who help them
practice fishing. In some communities,
Youth Field Days have also been used to
introduce "Hooked on Fishing" to families.
"Hooked On Fishing" ice fishing
events are conducted across the state as
well as open water events in the spring,
summer and fall. We hope to expand our
youth education programs to meet the
future needs of the children and families
throughout the State.

Want to make some happy children? It's really easy Get them hooked on fishing.
MAINE Fish and Wildlife
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Sharkey's
Salmon
By Dick Swasey
Retired Game Warden
At the time I was a fairly new game
warden who had not been assigned a permanent district.
In the 40s the Sebago area had
numerous smelt runs in the spring of the
year. In 1948 several wardens from
around the state were sent to the Sebago
area to assist Division A supervisor Vern
Black, cover the various runs. The heaviest concentration of smelters were in the
Songo and Crooked River areas.
Smelting was restricted to licensed
bait dealers. Needless to say, at two dollars a license, many so-called bait dealers appeared on the scene to dip smelts.
As dealers they were required to keep
them alive to transport home to be
placed in bait containers. Many ran afoul
of the law by removing the smelts from
buckets once they felt they were safely
away from the rivers.
Since most of the imported wardens
worked nights we had all day to get
some sleep and then get ready for the
next night, and sometimes a couple of
hours of fishing.
It was during this period that Jack
Sharkey, former world champion heavyweight boxer and friend of supervisor
Vern Black, arrived at the warden's camp
where we were staying to get in a little
fishing. One day, accompanied by
Warden George Briggs, and while fly
fishing off the mouth of the Songo River
with a 9-3 streamer, Jack tied into a good
salmon.
After Jack played the fish for some
time George managed to net it. The fish
immediately broke through the net and
made another run. Jack, realizing he had
a good fish, began to panic for fear he
was going to lose it. George was still
holding the net while Jack continued to
battle the fish. Luckily a nearby fisherman saw the predicament they were in
and came over to lend a hand. He finally
netted the fi h.
The salmon measured 28 inches and
weighed 10-pounds, 2-ounces.
This occurred on April 21, 1948.
These are the facts as I recall them.
Page n MAINE Fish and Wildlife
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A Visit from a Maine Game Warden
A game warden came to our
classroom. His name was Mr.
Ward.
He brought some moose
antlers. We helped him carry
them.
One set was taller than
Mrs. Lyons.
We learned that moose shed
their antlers every year.
Antlers are very heavy. A
moose has to be 6 or 7 years
old to grow a big set of them.
They, also, have to eat the right
foods.
We will remember what
Mr. Ward said,"When the
leaves start to grow the antlers
do too and when the leaves fall
off so do the antlers."
Mr. Ward read us a story
about a young moose with a
loose antler. He, also, read us
one about Maynard Moose and
Baxter Bear.
He told us that he liked to
read and that reading is important. He is a good reader!
He took pictures of us on
his truck with his antlers. We
had a good day. Thank you,
Mr. Ward!

Game Warden Sgt. Tom Ward
visited a kindergarten class in
Ashland one day last
September. Their teacher
Sheila Lyons caught the event
with her camera.

MAINE Fish and Wildlife
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Department's Outdoor
Women's Program
Offers Workshops

2003 Bow Programs
Fee

#People

Hunting over dogs2 Milo

$60

10-15

June 14

Stillwater canoeing Bryant Pd.

$55

20

Sept. 6

Shotgun clinlc '

Hermon

$55

20

Sept.

BOW weekend3

Bishopswood$190 100
Hope

Backpacking3

Parsonfield

Date

Program

May 18

Town

By Dorcas Miller
Maine's Becoming an OutdoorsWoman (BOW) program was on sabbatical last year, but is back with exciting
opportunities to learn about hunting, fishing, and other outdoor skills.
The workshops, sponsored by the
Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, are aimed primarily at women
18 years and older. Talented instructors
volunteer their time so that these programs are as affordable as possible.
The BOW weekend, September 1214, offers up to 100 participants a choice
of introductory-level seminars in more
than 20 areas, such as fly tying, fishing,
archery, map and compass, canoeing, hiking, firearm safety, hunting, and shotgun.
Each person attends four seminars:
Friday afternoon, Saturday morning,
Page 24 MAINE Fish and Wildlife

12-14
Oct. 3-5

$150 20

1 Must have taken a BOW firearms course or hunter safety
certification

2 Hunter safety certification required
3 Scholarship available
Spring 2003

Saturday afternoon, and Sunday morning.
Mini-seminars and other enjoyable activities round out the weekend. This event
will be held at Camp Bishopswood on
beautiful Meguntigook Lake near
Camden. (Think of it as an adult "summer camp" weekend packed with things
you've always wanted to do).
BOW also is offering four one-day
programs with an emphasis on a single
skill as well as a backpacking weekend.
Participants in the shotgun workshops
must have previously taken a firearms
safety program, either at BOW or elsewhere. Those who attend the hunting
over dogs workshop must have hunter
safety certification. It is recommended
that swiftwater canoeing participants take
introductory canoeing at a BOW weekend, or have some familiarity with a
canoe. As for backpacking: welcome one
and all.
If you've always wanted to learn outdoor skills, or if you've tried before and
been frustrated, consider a BOW program. These opportunities are designed
(primarily) for women; they are taught by
dedicated and skilled leaders and they
provide a supportive atmosphere that
encourages learning. Some women say
their BOW experience literally changed
their lives.

Close coaching makes it easy to learn to shoot with a shotgun.
Come find out what BOW can do for
you.
For more inforrnation on specific
programs, visit www.mefishwildlife.com.
Or, contact coordinator Dorcas Miller (7 6

Williams Road, Chelsea, ME 04330 or
dorcasmiller@gwi.net), specifying the
workshop that you would like to know
more about. Please include your e-mail
address if you have one.

Canoeing is great fun, but what do you do when if the canoe tips over? Paddlers learn the right way to right a canoe.
MAINE Fish and Wildlife
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Keen-Eyed Sportsman Helps Roadside Twin Fawns
By John Bernard
In this, the season when doe deer
have dropped their fawns and woods
trampers and fishermen sometimes jump
the tiny bundles, comes a remarkable
story of the rescue of one newborn fawn
and of the extra surprise its rescuers got,
told at the Windham-Gorham Rod and
Gun Club's June 12 meeting by new
member Jeff Cutler, Standish.
On a recent weekend, Cutler was
headed for Yarmouth to go striped bass
fishing with a friend.
Zipping along on the Falmouth turnpike spur, halfway between the
Presumpscot River and the toll booths, he
spotted a small brown bundle up ahead,
lying in the dirt alongside the breakdown
lane.
It didn't look like much, maybe
some fur and bones. Most motorists
would have taken it for a dead woodchuck or a cat. But keen-eyed Jeff figured out what it must be, just as he sped
past it.
Stopping up the way, he flipped on
his four-way flashers and backed carefully, in the breakdown lane, as the wind
and thunder of the passing cars and big
rigs shook his vehicle.
Getting out, he found he was right
- it was a tiny spotted fawn, legs folded
beneath it and still wet from birth, but
alive and apparently well.
It almost clung to the earth, its little
head resting on the edge of the pavement.
Jeff parked his vehicle so as to protect it
from oncoming traffic, and called State
Police on his cell phone. Their dispatcher
finally reached game warden John
MacDonald in Yarmouth, who got there
as soon as he could, but that was, by
Jeff's estimate, a long 45 minutes to an
hour after he first stopped.
Warden MacDonald verified that the
fawn was a newborn, alive and well, and
at first suspected that its mother had been
hit by a car and injured or killed. But
there were no signs of such an accident,
and a check with the State Police found
none reported.
The warden told Jeff he was going to
assume the mother was still nearby, and
enlisted Jeff's help in his plan. Neither
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The fawn rescue story portrayed in this article represents a
highly unusual event where handling the fawns was necessary
for their surivival. However, the general rule is to never touch
or approach any fawn found lying down in a grassy or wooded
area. Does often leave their fawns for extended periods of
time, but will eventually return for them. Mark Latti Photo
had any idea of the added surprise they
were about to get.
MacDonald produced an old blanket
from the rear of his truck, for a barrier to
keep his human scent off the fawn. With
Jeff blocking the roadway in case the
fawn got past him, MacDonald, blanket
outstretched, sprang forward accurate and
quick as a cat, covered the fawn in it, and
in the same motion lifted it, bleating and
kicking, and headed toward the highway's game fence, at wood's edge.
Almost instantaneously, the mother
deer appeared, alive and well, on the
other side of the fence, making aggressive moves and sounds.
MacDonald couldn't climb the fence
while holding the wildly kicking fawn,
and Jeff went over instead to receive it
and free it to its mother, assured by the
warden that the doe wouldn't hurt him.
Then came the surprise.
On the other side, as he turned to
take one final step before unwrapping

and releasing the roadside fawn, he
almost stepped on - - another fawn!!
The doe evidently had crossed both westbound and eastbound lanes of the spur,
and the guardrails at the median, while so
heavy with twins that she was almost
ready to drop them, holding on only to
the edge of the pavement, where she had
the first, then mustering the energy to
bound over the game fence to drop the
second in the safety of the woods.
As they saw the happy sight of a
now calm mother reunited with both offspring, they also observed the woods
nearby all tom up, where the doe had
been frantically pacing at the separation
from her first-born.
While waiting for the warden, Good
Samaritan Jeff had phoned his fishing
buddy, who kindly waited at the dock
while the fawn rescue went on. That
afternoon they caught and released a half
dozen small "schoolie" stripers.
What a day!
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From the Editor's Desk

Readership Survey Results

New Commissioner

Takes Office

Commissioner Roland D. Martin was
confirmed by the state senate on March
6, and reported to the Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife headquarters for his first day of work on Monday,
March 10. Martin's choice for Deputy
Commissioner, Paul Jacques of
Waterville, also took office that same
Monday.
Martin was most recently the County
Administrator for Aroostook County, a
position he has held since 1987. Prior to
that, he was the former town manager for
Frenchville and Madawaska. Martin also
served in the state legislature, first as a
Representative and then a Senator from
1975-1980. Martin currently owns and
operates Rosette's Restaurant and
Martin's Grocery and Sporting Camps in
Sinclair, Maine, along the shores of Long
Lake.
Jacques is a former state
Representative from Waterville, who also
was the house chair of Joint Standing
Committee on Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife and House Majority leader.
Currently, he serves as a County
Commissioner for Kennebec County.

I would like to thank those of you that took the
time to respond to our reader's survey. Your
thoughts about the magazine are important
because we produce it for you and strive to deliver what you are most interested in. The number
of responses was excellent as it was the last time
that we did the survey. We received comments
and notes from over one hundred of you.
The numbers reinforce my sense that the readers
of MAINE Fish and Wildlife are committed to the
fish and wildlife resources of the state and MAINE
Fish and Wildlife Magazine as a way to learn
about those resources. Most of the respondents
would continue to subscribe even if we changed
the form and/or format of the magazine. The vast majority of you are
hunters and anglers, but you also are interested in a variety of outdoor
activities from bird watching to camping and hiking. Almost half of you have
been reading MAINE Fish and Wildlife for over 15 years; many of the
remaining half have been reading the magazine for between 10 and 15
years. Almost all of the readers that responded to the survey live in a small
town.
Articles on fjsheries and wildlife management are what the readers are most
interested in reading about, with interest in the Maine Warden Service not
far behind. There is not much interest in "how-to" articles, which I think also
tells us that you have experience in the out-of-doors and have already
learned a good deal about what you would like to know. Interestingly, seventy percent of you read. or your families read. Kid Bits. You are interested
in learning more about our fish and wildlife.
Sixty percent still feel that the magazine provides the right mix of information, graphics and pictures. Nearly half of readers would not change anything about the magazine and seventy five percent are very satisfied. We, of
course, are always striving for perfection and will continue to try to do better. A number of comments provided great ideas for possible articles in the
future and suggestions on how we can do a better job of keeping you
informed. I also received a clear message that many of you did not like having to tear out part of the magazine that you love to send back the survey;
we will do better next time.
There were some comments about the cost but not as many as I expected.
The good news on the cost front is that the increase in the price of a subscription has already significantly reduced the amount of money that the
Department has to put into the magazine. Thank you for your continued
support and interest.
The winners of a Duck Stamp in the survey responders drawing were: Willis
L. Doe, East Millinocket,ME; Ken Brooks, Standish, ME; Carl Panciera,
Willington, CT; Clark A. Taylor, Jr., Gray, ME; Patricia Percy, West Bath, ME.
Don Kleiner, Editor

Roland 0. Martin
MAINE Fish and Wildlife
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Boland Named Acting Director
Of Fisheries Operations
,
John Boland of New Gloucester, a
Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife fisheries biologist from Gray,
was named in January as the acting
Director of Fisheries Operations for the
Department.

John Boland
In his role as Director of Fisheries
Operations, Boland will be responsible
for the day-to-day operations of the fisheries and hatcheries division of the
Department. He also becomes the liaison
with other agencies and ensures that
agency priorities are implemented
through the division.
One of Boland's primary tasks will
be to start implementing recommendations proposed in an independent review
of the Department's fisheries division;
which include improving communication
both internally and externally, incorporating more public involvement in fisheries
management, and setting clear goals and
direction throughout the fisheries division.
Boland graduated from the
University of Maine in Orono with a
degree in Wildlife Management in 1976,
and started with the Department at the
Dry Mills Hatchery in Gray. John took a
job as an assistant regional fisheries biologist in Enfield, and after two years, relocated in the same position in Gray.
Boland was an assistant biologist in Gray
for 12 years, and when Sonny Pierce
Page,28 MAINE Fish and Wildlife

retired, Boland took over as the Region A
regional biologist in 1994.

Department Conducts Aerial
Moose Population Survey
The Department has finished conducting an Aerial Moose Census east of
Moosehead Lake. Results should be
available later this year.
AirScan, Inc. is conducting the survey. AirScan performed the first census
for the department, back in April of 2001,
and conducts wildlife census work for
other agencies throughout the country.
Using a small airplane mounted with
a remote infrared sensor and a datarecording device, this sensor aircraft flies
a grid pattern, recording the number of
moose it observes from the air. The
infrared sensor is mounted on the wing of
the craft and is controlled remotely by an
operator seated with the pilot in the aircraft. The census is conducted during the
winter when there is snow on the ground
in order to maximize the efficiency of the
infrared sensor by creating more of a heat
signature for moose.
Due to the high cost and the limited
area that can be surveyed each year, and
to decrease the cost of keeping track of
the moose population, IFW is developing
a model, which would require only a
fraction of the state's 30 Wildlife

AirScan has conducted numerous
wildlife surveys, including moose surveys for New Hampshire's Fish and
Game Department.

Owen Fenderson, 1934 - 2003
Former IFW Fisheries Biologist
Owen Charles Fenderson, 69, died
Monday, Jan. 13, 2003, at a Bangor hospital.
Owen began his career of 39 years with
the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife, serving as a fisheries biologist. In 1972, he was promoted to fisheries resource planner, a position he held
until Lis retirement.
Owen's many achievements include
his work surveying Maine's lakes and
ponds, creating an extensive data base for
fisheries management, and coordinating
resource management programs for
Maine's fisheries. During the course of
his career, Owen received several awards
for his work. He served as the
Department's representative on two North
Maine Woods committees and was the
longest serving member of the
Coordinating Committee. In 1996, upon
retirement, Owen was awarded Biologist
of the Year by the Sunkhaze Chapter of
Trout Unlimited. Throughout retirement,
he continued to volunteer his time to the
Fisheries Division.

Bill Mincher, 1922-2003
Former Director of the Information
and Education Division, William
Chapman Mincher, 81, died unexpectedly
Saturday, Jan. 4, 2003, at Maine General
Medical Center in Augusta.
He started as an informational representative in 1958, a position he held until
he was promoted to division director in
1964. He served as director until his
Counting moose is hard work because
of Maine's thick woodlands.
Management Districts to be surveyed for
moose. This model will use population
estimates from a few aerial surveys,
along with the number of moose seen by
deer hunters, to estimate moose densities.
New Hampshire Fish and Game is using
a similar method to estimate moose densities in their state.

retirement in 1981.
Prior to joining the department, Bill
served in the Marine Corps, achieving
the rank of lieutenant, and then captain
after retiring from active duty. Bill
attended the University of Maine at
Orono and graduated in 1950 with a
bachelor's degree in English. Before joining the department he worked as a radio
news reporter and as a reporter and photographer.
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Staples Wins 2003 Maine Duck Stamp Contest
Jeannine Staples of Topsham took first prize in the 2003 Maine
Migratory Waterfowl Stamp Contest held in late March at the Augusta
Civic Center. This year's subject was the green-winged teal. Staples'
acrylic scene featured a male green-winged teal in spring plumage
feeding on the Muddy River which flows through Topsham. It received
the highest score from the panel of seven judges.
"I wanted to keep it simple, I started out with a drake and hen, but
then decided to focus on just the male," said Staples.
The painting features a green-winged drake on the Muddy River
during an overcast, spring day. An old duck blind sits on the bank, and
there are still bits of snow and ice alongside the water. Staples produced the painting from a photograph she had taken earlier. She
worked on the painting intermittently for two months.
This is the fifth time that Staples' work has been honored as the
Maine Migratory Waterfowl Stamp. Staples will receive a cash award
of $1,000 and a sheet of 1 O stamps with her design on them. Designs
are judged on originality, artistic composition, anatomical accuracy and
suitability for reproduction as a stamp and print. A Maine Migratory
Waterfowl Hunting authority is required of anyone age 16 and over
who hunts waterfowl in Maine. Next year's subject will be the Barrow's
goldeneye.

Keep Your Eye on Every Issue

MAIJYE Fish and Wildlife
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today

_
One year (4 issues) $14.95_Two
Years (10 issues) $24.95
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• SCENIC PLANE RIDES
• HUNTING, FISHING
• ICE FISHING, CROSS-COUNTRY

SKIING

Located in Allagash Wilderness Region north of Baxter State Park. Fullservice lodge, seven log cabins on Haymock, Spider, and Cliff Lakes (T8R11,
T9R11, T9R12). American Plan or Housekeeping. Indoor plumbing available.
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CAMP ASSOCIATION

OPEN YEAR ROUND

(MAILING ADDRESS ONLY) P.O. Box 598FG, Millinocket,
207-757-7097 (LET IT RING!)
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Which Fish?

Kidbits
Answers

1. Northern Pike
2. Largemouth Bass
3. Brook Trout
4. Hornpout
5. Black Crappie
6. Yellow Perch
7. Salmon
8. Smallmouth Bass

How Old Am I?-Three Years
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OUTDOOR

ROSTER
UffiNNEBAGO RIVER KAMPS
North of Rangeley between Kennebago Lake
and Little Kennebago Lake

Your Host•
OH \18 & Dean Pais~
Reghitered Maine G\Jide
Bear - Dee1 - Moose - Coyote
Phone: 207·444-5379
Eagle Lake

• Fly Fish for native Salmon & Brook Trout in
Kennebago's rivers & lakes
• Excellent Deer and Grouse Hunting
• Snowmobiling on ITS 84 and 89
• 3 Housekeeping Camps • Gated Access
• Reasonable Rates

\. µoost0-01( Co

~~~
Camp Rental

~

~~!t.

Fh'unml - Bow - l!U.ck Powder

Fishing

/

Write: Kennebago River Kamps, R. Hammond
PO Box 677, Rangeley 04970
207-864-2402

Maine Hunting and Fishing
BEAR • WHITETAIL • MOOSE
~

on FISH RIVER LAKE
Northern Maine's Last Frontier
Portage, Maine 04768
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Phone 207-435-6156

~

~

www.SunsetRidgeOutfitters.com

•

207-564-3559
Ben Pinkham,
Master Guide
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Vickers' Pools
The Main Southwest Miramichi River
HOWARD, N.B. CANADA

Since 1946, we
have provided superb,
personalized service
to anglers of Atlantic
salmon, brook trout, and
shad. We are located 25
miles SW of Miramichi City
and 70 miles NE of
Fredericton, NB.

• Salmon Pools
Our four privately owned pools provide five star wet and dry
fly fishing. Anglers have the option of wading or fishing from
a boat. We have
stocked our private,
spring-fed pond with
brook trout.

• Accommodations
The main lodge and cottages overlook our private
pools. Each building has been meticulously
finished and maintained.

• Reservations

Satellite TV, phone, fax
and e-mail are available

•Rates

PLEASE CALL OR WRITE:

Martyn Vickers
122 Winthrop Street
Augusta, ME 04330
207-623-4879
vickers@gwi.net

Please visit
MAINE Fish and Wildlife

Our package includes lodging, meals, housekeeping, use of four
private pools, guide services, and day canoe trips. The charge is
$175 US/day/angler from April 15th - September 7th;
$250 US/day/angler from September 8th - October 15th.
The refundable Canadian tax is 15% of the daily charge.
There is a 10% discount for bookings of five or more days.

our website

at www.miramichisalmon.can
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Visit One of Maine's Best
Hunting and Fishing Spots

Explore our newest store, in Freeport, where you'll find
everything you need for your next hunting or fishing trip.
Discover a full array of firearms, bows, fly- and spin-fishing
gear, fly-tying materials and a great selection of specialized
hunting and fishing apparel.
As always, our staff of outdoor experts is ready to help you
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

L.L.Bean
Hunting & Fishing
Main Street, Freeport, Maine • 800·559·074 7, ext. 37720 • llbean.com

